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they cannot injure you, for his omnipotent

No. 3.

Io it not preposterous for a man to envy' His orphaned child, in return ''ir the disinteranother because he is happier ? can his en. ested benefaction which she bestows upon us,
r, poverty and distress,
X
Trials, afflictions,
will vying him increase his own satisfaction, or
• is left to heap up the fallen earth around his
only be momentary—your bliss will be end lessen that of the one he envies ? it may
grave. -Sir, is this the asra of the world
'.'aP.e Mantles,8,
*
JAMES K. REMICII.
less.—Remember your bleeding Saviour, and probably for a few fleeting moments ; but the
when America shall sanction these acts of
Tap^c■Crapedre-:; c°NDITl0!i3~'$1 50Per annum, if paid in the all will go well. In the last agonies of expir
veil
will
soon
be
rent
from
his
eyes,
and
he
inhumanity ? When the potentates of Eu
ed Fr'encb8Qed MusI'b'^
firSt six montils- S? 00 if not paid ing nature, and when the dark mists of death
then will enjoy superlative misery: and in' rope are compelled to appeal to the moral
>cn and LadiesGiiE 111 aiter t!le exP’ration °f the year. And no obscure your earthly vision, your soul will what a shocking ligfit does he appear when
d“)OttCifi pers discoBtinued, until all arrearages are paid.
look up to him with a hope as cheering as the he has stabbed the reputation of a man, be sense of mankind to secure the stability of
their thrones—when all Christendom is a‘ats, do. Straw
meridian sun to the beclouded mariner, In cause he was happier than himself.
wakened, and one universal effort is making
death he shines upon ail who have remem?*
'";.anjrG“., '_________
Fiery thing that tends to harrass, or ren to diffuse the gospel, and inculcate its pre
bered him.
der
unhappy
a
human
being,
gives
a
secret
1
cepts of mercy throughout the benighted re
REMIEMBER ME.
Your
i<m humble
iiumuie Bible
nioie Essayist
essayist too,
ton, in taking ( satistaction
satisfaction to the envious man, and on the gions
;
of the globe, shall we turn aside from
nd Sarsnetts,
“
in remembrance of me.”
his reluctant farewell, hopes that you will I contrary, every circumstance tending to the this work of benevolence, and refuse to efface
Sarsnetts. German
0UR saviour.
sometimes remember him before that Throne, ! happiness of any other person, raises in the from our history these examples of barba
Unnuuing^^it^-These were the remarkable words of our where the petitions of the high and the low ! envious man, torments the most agonizing—
Portland Gazette.
an<i
tvinuf, at the close of the most solemn ordi- mingle together—where rank, title and dis- I it is in vain for him to look into himself'for rous cruelty
r » farasols and(j!lb; .nee ever instituted in the Christian Church.
tinctions
are
nothing
—
and
where
the
fervour
,
happiness,
every
thought,
every
object
that
(IT(1 lV(i^ was on the dismal night in which he was
GOLD AND silver. .
of devotion is alone pre-eminent. If he has . meets Jits eyes raise painful sensations,
and Tea spoons |rc tra-ved» tliat h® assembled his disciples to- al.eviated bat one woe of the heart, he is am- j Bw? to conclude—when health forsakes and
Prideaux says that gold and silver were
>dlesticks, Bonnet Pa»
to commemorate his dying love. The piy rewarded, and it will cheer hjs way as he disease lays hold of his frame ; and when
zors, Knives and FoikJ
*,a(^ ,,een constantly with him during pursues his assiduous avocation.
1 he considers that through his envious reports, much more plenty in the time of David and
•nd large CommodeKf’s private admonitions and instructions;__he
Solomon, and for 1500 years afterwards,
i the peace of a neighbor is entirely destroyed, than they are at present; and that the mines
i toS
tl,em «» life—and in death was anxious
I
the
heynor
of
a
family
treacherously
invaded,
Mi^TeAlaneovis.
of Arabia being exhausted, and the gold and
’> inch2, Codlines I ,eaVS thCm a le^aCy that should be as last'
( and the ties of friendship* shamefully broken silver with which this world abounded being
ingle Plane Irons,38 time
That behest was t,ie sa'
and violated—
OBSERVATIONS ON EAVY.
wasted by the barbarians, the mines of Mex
iea th Brushes,PainiBtM emblems ofhis own body and blood ; and
How painful, how excrutiating must be ico, Peru and Brazil, have not been able to
A few evenings ago, in a company consist
Handsaws.
is not only bequeathed Jo his apostles, but
the agony of his soul : he looks toward fu repair the loss.—(le mentions two or three
ing
of
a
few
females,
1
had
(he
pleasure
of
iJODiestic.
wli0
believe on him in every age
turity, the most horrible phantoms present
No. 7to it Knitt tlie wor!il : guiding «L at the same time, being introduced to a young lady whose con themselves. He cannot derive any consola instances of the vast riches of private men in
'
s> KDIttlD8i the most terrible thunders of the Almighty, versation immediately gained my admira
ancient times. Pythias, the Lydian, posses
tion from the. past; from the present he can sed gold and silver to the amount of 24 mil
tion.
The
contrast
between
her
discourse
cached Shirtings and
t5te. worthy might not dare to approach
not
enjoy any happiness, his harrassed mind lions of dollars of our money. Marcus Cras-*
and
the
rest
of
the
company
was
so
striking,
-for it was holy, and not to be polluted by
imeres, Bedticks,Co-sanetified hands, without risking condem- that it was impossible not to perceive it. in is torn to pieces, and bis soul becomes the sus, the Roman, after feasting all the people
a few minutes I engaged in conversation sport of bitter sensations. Surrounded by of Rome at 10,000 tables, and giving every
xrocerie^. tion-.
horrors, his disturbed and uneasy mind rises
Holland ) “ Tilis do,” said the heavenly institutor with her, and while she was speaking, I could in a fit of desperation—he falls by his own citizen corn enough to last him three months,
found the remainder of his estate to be equal
and G Lil rememberance of me.” Yes, it is to be plainly perceive the features of some of the hands.
JM.
females
assumed
a
twist
indicative
of
con

to 7 millions of dollars. Lucullus, a Roman
American) ne in rememberance of him, whose memory
Then
if
such
be
the
end
of
the
envious
man,
tempt,
while
others
amused
themselves
with
senator,used
to expend 50,000 denarii ($7000)
Souchong^ mid be cherished while gratitude warms
a sarcastic laugh ; for a moment I was puz let us then as we value our peace of mind, every time he supped in his hall, Apollo, and
DY.
’ hcat t lnan* ^lie Sl,^er,ngs he was abanish
envy
from
our
bosoms,
and
quickly
zled-to
think
what
observation
of
the
lady
this was as often as any of the better sort
LoafHyS“ Bt to encounter were
ordinary kind.
expel it whenever it intrudes.
supped with him.—It has been computed that
Lump and» ^iai^ a^ready deceived almost every con- could excite such rudeness in the other fe
ES.
Nebuchadnezzar’s golden image, and the va
Brown j ne!y fr°tn those he was anxious to preserve, males of the company ; but upon a little re
rious other images, utensils, &c. of gold, in
Sperm Oil, Vinegar,A|e cup of affliction was not yet full. He flection was convinced that her superior ac
MILLY, the Prophet Francis''s Daughter.
the temple of Ildus, at Babylon, amounted
rel, Raisins, Figs,C s betrayed by one of his professed friends, quirements had raised their envy, which sat
dacoboy, RappeeShied by another, and forsaken by all ; to isfactorily accounted for their rudeness.
The Life of Duncan McRimmon, who fell in value to $180,000.000.—Vast loads of
After she quit the room, a dozen silly ob into the-hands of Hillis Hadjo, or the Proph gold and silver were often carried in triumph
.nd Chai“
W? eBenlie9 «"<* ’»«■«• “« ’S'
servations were made in less than the same
nd Fur Hats.&c. Zi.n» ?eath °.1 the cross—that man might number of moments, such as—« wished to et Francis, in the time of the late war, was before Roman Generals, when they returned
saved by the intercession of the prophet’s from conquered Provinces. The”gold with
assortment of
forfeited allegiance to his maker.
Glass Ware.M ^ils, ^ie we^ knew, but he did not shrink shew herself,’—« la, she talked very high,’ daughter Milly. From a letter of Colonel which Solomon overlaid the most holy place
&c. For a few moments 1 repressed my Arbuckle, commandant of Fort Gadsden on only, a room 30 feet square, amounted to
this accumulai*°n <»f woes. He left his
1 aper Z/^ostles the sacred ordinance of his supper feelings, but could not master them, and of the Appallachicola, it appears that the grati more than $190,000,000 of our money.
Crito, a writer in tne Christian Spectator,,
cheer their prospect as they journeyed course took up the gauntlet in her defence, tude of McRimmon induced him to offer her
by observing that, in mv opinion, she is a I his hand as a return for his life. This offer, supposes also that the amount of wealth was
~
~^Bugh tiiis vale of tears.
very fine girl, andean boast of acquirements, | „
aocTOS
SIIO
,CIUsea
formerly
much greater than at present. He
it seems she refused, for rhe reasons stated
^iear^ cs?i l e,n»)5n unmoved, nn pe? bv
Arbuckle , 'aas follows
The Israel
“ Duncan notices the following instances
the »acred pages, as they rehearse this in which the generality oi females are
defiment.
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solemnity ? For the last time, the
---- --------- — v. Milly, the Prophet
creature,
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not you ob- Francis
bondage
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gold and
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daughter says she saved his life,
such
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mm.■ surround the homely board. His Apos- “"e."J,at,rreS“!a77‘l'8l,f.s«:,’1‘.’a',a.tl,<'" «'■
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'e____
vO possessed to silver to the amount of $850,000. ’ Exodus,
lor her nonsensical talk, ’n« disgusting.• >5 <i.„.
r- >■
...
for
xxxviii,
24,
25.
This
was
probably
borrow
that effect, from feelings of humanity a| were no more in his human character to
a» - ¿
r 11 warning voice ; he was shortly to With a significantglance, 1 replied, that fa-- Ione, and that she would have rendered ed of the Egyptians, but it shows ‘that gold
with her, (hat nonsical talk is disgust- > the same service to any white man simi and silver were plenty in Egypt. The con
O / /g
torn from them by his cruel persecutors ; greed
ino* • Knt iri
... il./x — I.i l_ i .. r
ioted Itch Ointment Jánd was to be dyed with his blood ; and ing ; but injustice to the absent lady, I must larly circumstanced ; she is, therefore dis tributions of the people for the sanctuary, in
say,
that
in my opinion, her conversation posed not to accept his offer of matrimony, the time of David, exceeded $i34,000<000.
test of all other o y were to be left destitute of earthly sup>een sold at fifty
He, who, for a long time had been was quite the reverse of what she represent which has been made as an acknowledgement First Chronicles, xxix. 7. The sum which
Ínp’o’kt’s BlL10Kt'1',C."m|,anil’'' anl1 a')v'Sfr. was about to re- ed it ; which reply received an answer from of gratitude.—The donation presented through Haman offered Ahasuerus, on condition of be
every female tongue in the room, so quick,
9 Pills have beenofc? 118 c¡iar.?c ? and to prepare them for this that I could scarcely distinguish a single me, by the citizens of Milledgeville to Milly, ing permitted to order the destruction of the
has been delivered, and she manifested a con J^ws, was 10,000 talents of silver, or $15,them have excedtiinS
'«e now called them together—for
sentence
of what was said. 1 found it was siderable de'gree of thankfulness for their 200.000---- Esther, iii. 9. The immense
ns of the proprietoriifeas no more to -’rink wine with them till
in
vain
to
contend
with
united
powers
of
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treasures David is said to have collected for
kindness.
”
d an acknowledge y drank it anew in his father’s kingdom.
vy, ignorance and malevolence, and accord
Hillis Hadjo himself, however, afterwards the sanctuary, i Chronicles, xxii. 14, amount
‘ This do in remembrance of me,” is apingly
assented
to
every
observation
with
ed
to 889,000.000 of pounds sterling (Crito
[°E-inKenneebunkS:ab!r U y°"’ kind reaiIcr- Are you a
fell into the hands of Gen. Jackson, with
great, sang-froid, and as soon as politeness •
Wells by N.Monü-ry SlCni!ed transgressor ?—Remember the would aomit took m- beaver—made a bowl whom he found no kind intercessor to save says 793,000,000, but eroneously) or 3,950,his life. The following reference to this in- 000,000 of dollars, a sum greater than the
ts—by the Druggisi,7en?fi hour is not too late to prepare for
°
; 55 -myself
’V“-!- upon teresting transaction occurs in the speech of British national debt, and exceeding all the
r some persons in . th ; and during your remaining days re- and walked off, congratulating
my
lucky
escape
ii
’
orn
those
two
edged
swords
Mr.
Storrs in the Debate on the Seminole money coined since the discovery of America.
3 Georgia.
ect your dying Saviour ; his agonv in the
It is supposed by some learned men, that Da
n’s well know» /Jtng |loU{. w|ien })e gweat dropg
SQ vulgarly called tongues : upon reaching ¡ War, page 192.
i
committed
the
following
to
paper.
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home,
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and
that an error has been made by the
} ]> 18z3‘___ .jcy to yourself remember your Saviour,
the only free government on earth—that our
tip
rílÍCÍX deV(de lbe 1 einnailt of your life to his ser- g.adesboo..» beings if possible, below brutes, intercouse with foreign nations is character- transcribers of this book. Prideaux conjec
iat it is, more or less, inherent in the mind ¡ ized
ized by
by moderation
moderation and
justice—
—that
that our
our nana- tures that the talents of gold and silver, giv
and justice
ot every person, and that it is a spontaneous i tional character is beyond reproach.__Above en by David and others for the temple, might
'IC PILLS, prepaKire you in possession of youth and
be of another sort, of far less value than the
production,
is
evident
;
but
it
flourishes
»ore
<
all,
we
profess
to
be
Christians.
Go_
follow
—An approved reniwi ngth, and does health and hiljarity aniion, Habitual Cos»e your countenance ?—these are rapidly in e ignorant mind, where the soil is most the track of this Christian army through the Mosaic talents. He remarks, that if theso
congenial
with
the
seeds,
and
where
it
takes
Floridas.
It
can
easily
be
traced.
—
Every
It can easily be traced.—Every talents are valued by the Mosaic talents, they
■ , nvcnPntÍ24s/ín^ awa^ ’ t!,e eveil«ng vespers may be
path is
L's“f our cU■n,ei! ,“vcl' y»'“' lifeless corse-and the a deepest root. It is more easily excited in footstep is trodden in blood.
*. The
The path
is would have built the whole temple of solid
livid silver.
---- ;;,;j
ted in different
s sun may light you to your charnel ateníale, than amale; but is of short dura- strewed with the unbleached bonesand
Crito estimates the talent of silver at 342
the carcases of its slaughtered inhabitants. StirSurhich the most rematlifee. Remember the dying love of your in- Hon, and of course more violent: in them (he
pounds sterling, and the talent of gold at
; bowels, obstiné - d Redeemer; be was fond of youth, and most trivial cause, such as a handsomer bon-• vey this frightful waste of human life—the 5475 pounds sterling, according to Dr. Arornaments,
has produ- ,; awim
awful ««iainities
have neon
been inmcted
inflicted on .
....................................................
unites Which
which nave
called nervous or »iselled them for their good. One he ten’ buthnoth’s « Tables of Ancient Coins, &c.”
yes and skrik^'y loved and wept over him with brother- ced it, while the embellishments of the mind i our own species, and say if our posterity will i ?
I___ . v .Incidents
E
ninserted in the translation of Jahn’s Archae
being considered of secondary imnnrtanr»
importance, iI not blush for their, ancestors;
TchCabittderht®tein^^tion- , He weeps over you, when he being:
ere not so liable to produce it.
¡ winch occurred during this campaign, carry ology.
breath, drowsiness-i^s from his abode, and secs you hurrying
1
he
generali
y
of
men
envy
each
other,
bewith
it
the
keenest
rebuke
to
our
professions
naciation, depressionr otvn destruction. Pause then, and
JOY.
rn to him, and you will drink wine new cause each thinks himself the most misera-; of Christianity. Duncan M’Rimmon one of
ble ■ in these contrasts they are very apt to ' the Georgia, militia was captured by the Incted with iníI8es‘® i him in Paradise.
£< Few, and far between,” are the visits of
wlse (hspensations of dians in the early part of the war; he was j'»y. The recovery of a’dear friend from
y and speedily re re you fast go¡n^ the way of a]| flesh, nrnviX quesí,°n
.ithanvofthe abors^i have you in patience possessed your Ern,n^e’and n‘^ co?tent W'1 ‘ be,i»g envi-j condemned by Hillis Hadjo to death; the dangerous sickness, the return of another
u aadd smPIPty-When indulged victim was bound in his presence ; and the after long absence,the first moments of hap.
Anti-DyspepticPll!suS* ’9O‘iing beyond temporary afflictions
any length of time, envyembraces hatred j instr uments of torture prepared. ThedaughThedaugh- py
py love,
love, when
when doubt
doubt and
and fear
fear fly
fly before
before the
the
attention, andeü®[iut the means of weaning your affections
l evcnge,two ot the blackest passions ter of this chief, an artless & uneducated child delicious certainty of mutual affection, tha
eai ^1 '—y°u
indeed, remember him, an
ia
isgrace
human
nature,
and
when
comof
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forest,
who
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never
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of
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lirefirst
sierht
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one
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s
oflsorinff.
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Tinhla
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forest,
who
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never
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of
the
prefirst
sight
of
one
’
s
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or
their
noble
y JOHp
does not forget you. He will acknowl- bined, leave traces of the foulest crimes.
i cepts of our religion, whose only instruction conduct in after life ; there are few of those
1 y«« before assembled angels, when your
There cannot be a doubt that envy has
hairs go down to the grave. Perse- been the ruin of more characters than vice in ’ had been received from that father, at rhe aw- , “ bright sunny spots,*’’ which, unshaded by
:
ful moment when he was about to suffer the counterpoising sorrows, glitter upon the
__ _—----- ar|d as your head blossoms for the tomb,
its most alluring garb. Every station of life 1 excruciating death to be inflicted by savage waste of human life. But rare indeed are
IjCtfieart ripens for eternity of happiness.
is exposed to its shafts, and when they Tall to ferocity, this Indian girl, rushing between him moments of this description, and seldom are
J
re you in the morning of life, and have 1the ground blunted, every opportunity is
and his murderers, implored his life.—On her we able to resign ourselves to their full em■ d bv^r ^aCe^ y°nr h°pe on that Saviour 1 Fear seized
<
to hurl destruction at the victim who - intercession it was granted—the life of our ; ployment : they rpake not up the sum of huitly occupy
—*ie
never leave or forsake you, i
very often iu his designs to avert his fate,!' fellow countryman was spared.—That father, . xnan life, and those are the wisest among us,
^uire of be J
will guide you securely through all the |
Mis upon measures, that before he would
May
mazes of this howling wilderness—the |have abhorred and spurned at, and which seal ; who thus listened and yielded to this suppli- who, seizing joy gratefully when it comes,
i cation of mercy, was the prophet Francis, look not forward to it with any sanguine exf Letter Wr,!est dragons of the pit may assail, but j 1his
doom,
|I whom General Jackson afterwards executed / pectation?
U. V. Herald»
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DISTRESSING SHIP WRECKS^
QUEBEC, MAY 31.

The Saguenay, from St. Michaels, in long.
$6, fell itt with the heig Scotia of Glasgow,
Captain Davies, from the Bay of Honduras,
to Dublin, which on the 29th had shipped a
heavy sea, that made her leak so fast that
she soon be se water-logged. The captain
and his wife, and crew gained the tops ; bu
the former were washed overboard the same
night and the vessel falling over and het
mast going by the board -she righted. Five
seamen had died with cold and hunger when
the Saguena came in sight. The sea being
very rough she could only with the greates
difficulty and danger reach the wreck with a
boat, when they took off the mate and three
seamen, six still remaining on board. The
following day every attempt was made again
to reach the vessel without effect.—It was
observed, however, that four of the remain
ing six had died. After lying thirty hour'by the wreck, Capt. Hull was ultimately obliged to abandon the two survivors, winmust soon have perisbed.
The Alexander ar. here'from Liverpool
experienced a very stormy passage, and sav
many vessels much damaged. On the
May saw a wreck to leeward, and bore down
upon her, she proved to be the Argo of Glas
gow, with the loss of mas’s, bow-sprit and
boats ; saw no person on board—In lat. 46.
long. 38, spoke the Crown, bound to Miramichie, took on board Capt. Smith, with a female and boy, and 3 seamen wrecked in th*
brig Cumberland from Liverpool to Montre
al, with a very valuable general cargo, it is
supposed of nearly 20,000L The Cumber
land sailed on the 3d April, and in a burricaue, lat. 48, long. 57, lost eight seamen cvorboard—the remainder were taken on board
the Crown. The vessel was abandoned a
total wreck.
Intelligence per Brothers—In longitude
38, fell in with the hull of the ship Argo,
Capt. Murray, of and from Geenock to ML
ramichie, and succeeded in saving the Cap
tain, his brother, Mr. Gilmore and two nepiiews, one boy and about 5000/. in Specie.
The mate, two men and one boy were wash
ed overboard from the Argo, at the time she
was dismasted.

tresa. The whole number of those who fell
is 37, of whom 26 were severely Wounded
One of these, Mr. Warren Pullen, expired in
about an hour after he was taken from the
frame, and we understand there are five or
six others, of whose recovery but slight
lopes are entertained. The remaining eleven were slightly injured. Mr. Pullen
had been married but a few weeks before hi^
death. The oilier sufferers are principally
under the middle age, and were among the
most hardy and active men in the vicinity.
We have since visited the fatal spot, and have
been at considerable pains to ascertain the
particulars as stated in the above account,
which we believe is substantially correct
Every care has been taken to render the^itua
ion of the sufferers as comfortable as possible.
The following, so far as we have been Sl
ide to obtain information, is a correct list o
their names, and places of residence.
SEVERELY WOUNDED.

Warren Pullen, (sincedead), Joseph Fair-,
banks, Jonas R. Stack, Sewall Page, Jam«Woodcock, Daniel Kimball, William Wood
rock, Matthew Woodcock, Nathan Stevens,
Daniel C. Hesekon, Oren Shaw, Mark Fish
er, Francis Hoyt, David Foster, Joseph Koi
i \v and Bernard King of Winthrop ; Paoi
Ladd, Jeremiah Fuss and Capt. Jacob Haykell, of Wayne ; Jere Page, David Craig ano
Josiah M. Watson, of Readfield; Samuel
King, Cyrus Smith, John K. Blake and Capt.
Jonathan Judkins, of ¿Monmouth.
SLIGHTLY WOUNDED.

Jeremiah Smith, Cyrus JDavis, John Dear
born, P. P. Nichols', Joseph Wood. William
Bishop, Sylvester King, Amasa King, and
Nathaniel Whiting, of Windirop; K. W.
Judkins, of Monmouth j and Josiah Whit
tier of Readfield.
Seven men, who were on the frame at the
time the accident happened, caught by the
firm part of ii, and escaped unhurt. Two
men leaped off the plate, and one of them was
so fortunate as to receive no injury. Those
vho were standing on the floor beneath were
warned of their danger by the cracking of
the timber above them, in time to secure their
retreat.
Since the above was prepared for the press,
we have heard of the death of another of the
unfortunate suff rers, Mr. Paul Ladd, of
Wayne, who expired on Thursday, after lan
guishing in the most excruciating pain until
about
noon. He left a wife, but no children.
NEW-YORK, JUNE 10.
United Stales Hotel, at Saratoga Springs, is to, It is also reported that Hoyt is at the point
of death, and that the lives of four others are
be opened this day.
Advocate.
This excellent building, equi-distant from the despaired of.

Congress Hall and Pavilion, was commenced the
Venom’d Vengeance rides upon their swords,
ast season, is now completed for the reception of.
Moves in their pens and rankles at their heart.
company. It is composed of brick. Its length
“LIKE MASTER LIKE MAN.”
i s 120 feet, with an extensive wing—the whole
Mr. M’Farland, late editor of Harrisburgh
our stories in height, besides the basement. In
Commonwealth,
an early and zealous advocai® of
the interior are spacious cotillion and dining halls,
90 feet in length, and 24 feet in width ; superior’ Mr, Gregg and Gen. Jackson, at a late entertain
ment
at
Carlisle,
gave
the following toast: we coladies and gentlemen’s parlours, and 120 spacious
and airy lodging rooms. From the fourth story' py it from the Carlisle Volunteer.
“ By John M’Farland—may the SKINS of the en
(the house being erected on an eminence) the
emies of Jackson be converted into CARPETING,
Green Mountains of Vermont are clearly discerned foi his friends to dance upon.”
with the naked eye. On the west an almost eThe enemies of Gen. Jackson are here under
qually extensive prospect is also obtained, rendered stood to be those opposed to his election ; as they
beautiful by a full view of the KayaderQsseras and are seven-eights of the people of the United
Sacandaga Mountains. Adjoining this establish States, their skins are to be drawn over their shoul
ment, are extensive gardens and pleasure grounds, ders like shirts and spread as carpeting “ for his
which have been enriched with a great variety of friends to dance upOH.” Why, the scalping knife
fruit, plants, flowers and shrubbery. The furni is a weapon of mercy and the Indian a civilized be
ture is all new. and the matrasses are made of pure ing compared to such friends t A worthy fellow
curled hair. In a retired situation are stables and laborer of M’Farland’s, one who holds allegiance
carriages houses of the best kind, belonging to to Gen. Jackson to be paramount to all other ob
the establishment.
Even. Post.
ligations, in a manner worthy of M’Farland, thus
speaks of Mr. Crawford’s indisposition ;
“We really compassionate the wretched condi
XIALLOW’EI.L, JUNE 12.
tion
of Mr. Crawford when we look around us on
DISTRESSING CASUALTY.
all
sides and behold the deplorable state to which
I has become our painful duty to record
one of the most melancholy occurrences that be is reduced by the combined effects of corruftt
has ever been witnessed in this section of manners and a mad ambition ; and by the VISITA
our country. On Wednesday last, a large TION OF DISEASEfrom the RETRIBUTIVE
number of the citizens of Winthroj), with sev JUSTICE OF PROVIDENCE, for HIS
eral people from the adjoining towns, were \CRIMES—despised, hated and vanquished by
assembled for the purpose of raising the ' his enemies—betrayed and abused by his friends—
1 and where most zealously served by them, most
frame of the new Congregational Meeting vitally injured by their profligacy of character and
house in that place. The work preceded 1 corruption of purpose-—he represents a lamentable
prosperously, until the main part of the frame, spectacle of fallen ambition, prompted to grasp at
and about half (he roof were erected. Be too much by a weak head, and losing every thing
tween 40 and 50 men were standing on that by inordinate lust of power.’’
part where the rafters had not been raised,
The above is from the Columbian Observer,
and their weight rested principally upon a (or Abuser, as Noah calls it) of Philadelphia, If
beam, at the height of about o.fi feet in 14»e Western-parts a£ the .State <<th&.£nemie§.of
from the lower floor, and which, as wc learn, General Jackson” are threatened to be stripped of
had nothing but a very slender spar to sup their skins and their skins spread as carpeting for
port it. As they were attempting to raise a his friends to dance their war dance ou ; and in the
pair of rafters, this spar gave way, wlrm the eastern parts of the State one of the first men in
beam was instantly broken in the middle, the Union is to be thus blasphemously abused,
and most of the men, together with all the what is to. become of the character for morality
timber that had not been thoroughly secured, for sound principles and good feelings which so
were precipitated in a mass to the bottom. long appertained to Pennsylvania ? Has the be
The scene that now presented itself was tru coming partizans of G?n. Jackson brutalized our
ly shocking. Upwards of thirty men had nature—does attachment to him necessarily em
fallen from the top of the frame, and now lay brace the worst- the most cruel and barbarous feel
buried beneath the fragments of timber, most ings and the total abandonment of principle ? If
of them severely wounded, and one or « \o so, let us tear it from our bosoms, as we would the
tunic of Ncssus, and let the people of other States
literally crushed in pieces! What a melan
beware how they envelop themselves in poisoned
choly contrast to the appearance exhibited
garments.
(
Demo. Press.

fri
f

but a short time before ! A few moments pre
vious every countenance beamed with hilari
From the Boston Centinel.
ty and joy. Now nothing was heard but the
,
CAUTION.
Lamentations of friends and the shrieks of the
The public are cautioned against using
spectators, mingled with the groans of the cheese covered with lead, whether red or
bruised and mangled beings, who from the white, as both are poisonous.
height of gayety were thus in a moment
The attention of the public is invited to the
plunged into the k^nest suffering and dis- following facts.

versify at Burlington^HKire on Thursday] Í
morning last, from a spark which fell up^pi!
¿hd roof, and was burnt down. The fire
not discovered until the interior of the roof j ii
.vas on fire, so that all efforts to extinguish it i I®
obe tre»I»»9^
were hopeless. The college and so< iety J?; I j i
oraries, and part of the philosophical app^l B
They ga".i"llSn’en'
i-atus were preserved, together with most of »>
“ of thedefe" he books and furniture of the students, j k> Ji» '1' p same
Rooms are to be procured in (own for the ac-d i
nmmodation of the students anil for the pub-1
lie exercises, and the duties of ihe college aid |H
o be prosecuted, notwithstanding this calainJ t
itous accident.
Boston Daily Advertiser. ■ G
, these offe*r9 ,0

f.n this town, a cheese was bought, last
year, and four of the family, immediately up
on eating some of it were taken severely
sick. The cheese was examined by the at
tending physician, and judged to be overlaid
with red lead. The same cheese was eatei
by several others, the rind being previouslij
taken off. who were soon very sick. When
thrown off the stomach, they were relieved
A few weeks, ago, three of another fatniij
became exceedingly ill, cause unknown ; bu;
it was soon supposed to be produced by cheese
covered with -white lead. A dog^wliich at;
the rind, was extremely convulsed, and in a
lay or two died. Another ate of if, and be
«"b'i’i!'d51|»tllie P'lH'fa»""
LEXINGTON, KEN.'MAY 13. íj’J 'Í
came very ill ; to which a dose of lamp oil
A
most
atrocious
mqrder
«as
cómmiticd
i
d
was gi\ en, and having cast up the rind, « hico
hl«"111 ’ 8 J similar c*8^
remained almost entire recovered A tirirs in Bourbon Co. on Saturday the Sth inst. on : [I
log, which took but little was sick. Fifteen die body of Mr. James M’Cormick’4 former-,; i|
-r twenty persons in this town, the last yeas ly a resident t.f that county. He was going
nd this, have been made sick, and most ot from Paris to Shield’s Mill, on Stoner, tn ’
<em very sick, by means of lead on cheese. dose sume unsettled business in the neigh
,894And doubtless many become sick, and many borhood where he had lately resided, when ip, by the same means, and know not the he was met by David and Robert Shields,
ause. Attending physicians say, the symp- who entertained the most bitter animosity ;
ms in these cases are what they should ex- towards him, in consequence of his having
s- 't lead to produce, and can assign no other recovered a verdict of $1000 against one iff í ¿‘^Lander of (be French
ause of those affections. Besides, trial has them for the seduction of Iris daughter,
seen miftle, and satisfactory evidence obtain- These monsters in human shape immediately
d, that red and white lead covered the chees- fell to beating him with dubs until they ,
thought he vias near dead, and threw7 him u- ‘
s in question.
The public are cautioned against using any ver a log on the bank of a creek exclaimed
^(lomeW
wa8 signed at
X;, last bv t!.e
eheesfe brought to our markets, without due ‘‘ lay there, you damn’d old rascal, until ,
examination. And ought not cheese to be in night, and we’ll fix you then.” The poor
MW Allan» and
spected, before sold in market, with particu old man was conscious of his situation and | jester fo
'‘¿¡(¡ed by Bis
lar reference to this article ? Human life ami knew all that was said. After they had left | »TirXf'became
wealth are too precious, to be trifled with in him, he made out to crawl to a Mr. Sheriff’s,| gili.nebieijstipui^“’
ibis'; manner. Doubtless, thousands have when he became deranged until the next day,
thus been destroyed, and never knew the when recovering his senses he related the '!
He said Bob Shields ]1
ause of their excruciating distress, and have mournful tragedy.
*5,000
LuDlilthelstofJu'y 1824.-H
'ittle thought, that their bane was brought struck him first and stunned him so that k
from the dairy-rooms of our country.
fell. They then threw him over the log, V itote immediate order» “f ' ’
Should it be thought desirable, probably when he opened his eyes and begged for mer* I
the venders of these cheeses might easily be cy. In order to stop his cries they ran a ;
ascertained, and, if necessary, shall be made stick down his throat, which was supposed : ¿15lM tad quarters a Mad
known.
to have inflicted the mortal wound. He died 1
TlwW under ; »
South-Reading, May, 1824.
m the Monday night following. Both the ’
choose to make th N. B. AU printers of newspapers are re Shields have been taken and confined in sep- | Moshions,garrison Cadiz, the isle
quested to publish the above, for the benefit arate rooms in the jail, and fvill probably be 1 ¡adtailepenilenries, Burgos Artried at the present term of the Bourbon Cir- I hro.WstVorunna, Santona,
of the public.
cuit Court now in session.
Dt. Sebastian, Vitoria, Tolosa, Bam-

*s*'*.- -

RIOTS AT PAWTUCKET.
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BALTIMORE, MAY 31.
The citizens of Pawtucket have, for a few
FROM MEXICO.
days past, been in a state of excitement and
Capt. Griffin, of t he jschr. Tampico, arriv- i j the militaiy command of these
disorder, which reminds us of the accounts
id fortresses «ball be vested in French
we frequently read of the tumults of manu ed here this morning in 17 days from Tam-’j
all the power
ofSpanBritish sloop
IU1VIIU9, that
mat the
too juriusn
euuup of
oi war
war I| »Wall
.....have
........
i
■
facturing places in England, though unat pico informs,
Wc tru
tended with the destruction and damage usu Valorus touched there and sailed on the 2d ! ^Governors with regard to the
(
they
May, having on board Don Mchelina, Minis-1 police; ami the ordinance stores ed
ally accompanying those riots.
i
circii
The present depressed state of the cotton er of the government of Mexico to the court! is»f artillery in (he same shall b un- one
direction,
fur
the
purpose
of
putting
£
generally
manufacture, on which the village principally »f Great Britain. Gen. Bravo was Supreme
»state
of
defence,
kc.
When
cir'
[
princled
i
Director
of
Mexico.
Campeachy
had
joined
j
depends for its support, has occasioned much
t
quae
I ¡ts shall require the establishment of that
anxiety in the minds of the manufacturers, Mexico with the Federal Constitution.
Iiltieallli
in
the
said
towns'tnd
for<
either ins
and, the prospect being gloomy and unprom
Uinmiandant shall act as ilees or. i
Portsmouth, june i. |
ising, they concluded that something must be
hto there is no tapKw Gewern\, otbly
:
ROBBERY
done to compete successfully with the coun
ad i
fice President when there is. The ces,
(
Last week we mentioned, that ths store of
try manufacturers ; who, generally, by work
whirl
feitlarmes
being
authorized
to
exing their mills more hours in a day, than has Messrs. J. & J. B. Ball had been robbed of
Sir Cha
«lies for the maintenance of order, need
,
heretofore been usual in this village, and pro money, and that a person, susjjected of
not
curing weavers at lower wages combined committing the robbery, had been apprehends | fin the said towns and fortresses, but Minister
Adjacent districts and along (he :
with other advantages, have been able to cd and committed to prison. Before the
about the
manufacture at a less price. On Monday week expired, a pocket book containing sun- ; fa efcommunication, die Spanish
List there was a meeting of the manufactur dry valuable papers, a two dollar bill, and J feare bound to assist them in case
ers, which was generally attended, and an a- two five dollar hills counterfeit money, was 1 wty I but if the Gendarmes take up
Pc mam
uh not amenable before the French
greement made to run the mills about an hour taken from the confectionary shop of Mr.
ex
longer, and to reduce the wages of those who Peduzzi. On Sunday night an attempt was
Mbcy »ust deliver them up to the certain
<
worked by the piece, after the 1st of June, a- made to break into the store of Messrs. 1 Miorities. The Spanish Govern, 21, by a 1
pie
to
gi»
fiout 20 per cent. When the laboring part of Sweetser and Whidden.—Yesterday morn- | bnseSpecial Tribunals, or Mihthe community learned the result of rhe meet i ug two persons who call themselves John] feiooers, to try all individuals Governor
Emperor,
ing, they very generally determined to work Dean and James Owen, strangers in town,
wn with arms in their hands and
diate Rul
only the usual hours ; and when the bell rung were apprehended. On searching them, it
«*«rity ,,f u,, comomic,.
the
neutr
to call them,to their employment, they assem was discovered they were armed with a pis- J “ wy shall be prosecuted as banbled in great numbers, accompanied by many lol and knives. Two counterfeit bills, were J M «ilh laVing attacked permitted
several ve
who were not interested in the affair, round found upon them. These bills they had pre* *
the doors of the mills, apparently for the pur viously attempted to pass. They were theft' ] * A«II cm prohibit nnns The Em]
pose of hindering or preventing the entrance examined and committed to prison, charged I “‘^"cHrooiashali bv gainst Pe
A letti
of those who were disposed to accede to the with theft and attempting to pass counterfeit 1
stand mai
|
resolution x)f the master manufacturers—no money.
5J«ith conspiring together a and althc
force, however, was used. The female
al1 iiic ’““»«I a change
weavers assembled in parliament, to the num
LAW INTELLIGENCE.
no buwr.e
ber it is stated, of one hundred and two—one Elkanah Brush Vs. John Larraway and John I
days.
of the most active, and most talkative was
Post.
The f
placed in the chair, and the meeting it is un
This was an action of trespass fur careless- i
Brazils.
derstood, was conducted however strange it ly, negligently, and willfully driving against |
Rio Jane
may appear, without noise or scarcely a sin the wagon of tire plaintiff &c. tried before the
zens wen
gle speech. The result of the meeting was a Albany Justice’s Court.
they wer
iC«
*
“
n,letuites
resolution to abandon their looms unless al
It is proved on the trial, that the plaintiff •
pie fear t
lowed the old prices.
with his wife (who was sick) and another la- ■
country i
On Wednesday evening a tumultuous crovtd dy, were coming to town in a pleasure wagon, j
There
filled the streets, by the most unprincipled and when near the city, were met by the de- :
««war estab.
and disorderly part of the village, and made fendants in a lumber wagon ; that the plain- | * »1«'««Jated t,. all. somethin
Peruamt
an excessive noise—they visited successively tiff, for the purpose of passing them in sale- j
"f L?'”U1” 1,11
There
the houses of the manufacturers, shouting, ex ty, turned out to the right, and drove his •
buco,
an
claiming and using every imaginable term of wagon into the ditch, giving the whole of the '
M.shall iirnv-1
^ece ^Cl'’ icans had
abuse and insult. The window in the yel road to the defendants ; that the defendants Swacks st jpp |l< e th<‘ F,onc,‘
they had
low mill was broken in—but the riot, consid regardless of the situation of the plaintiff, and 1
precarioi
ering the character of those who led, and the driving upon a brisk trot, ran against his wag
“
hei' a,l'cles
The 1
apparent want of all reflection in those that on, and broke his axle tree ; that the plaintiff
fe"1: '« “f the Presided
followed, was not so injurious to property jumped from his wagon seized the reins of de
M'4fXua"dci,'cu|»to the U
and personal security, as might have been fendants’ horses, at the same time demanding
necessar
reasonably apprehended. The next day the their names, which defendants refused to ]
[ I he'
manufacturers shut up their gates, and the give, and Larraway directed Post (who was
Capt. H
mills have not run since—a comparative still driving) to drive on, at the same time making
Havana
ness now reigns—and it is to be hoped that use of abusive language ; that Post struck
the people will return to a sense of propriety the plaintiff with his whip, and then drove
SH«itod"al8orii"=Ffewh
—satisfied as they must be on reflection, that off at full speed A gentleman passing on
the prosperity of a community can never be horseback, met the defendants, and upon
Hi# r
promoted by riot and tumult.
learning the cause of their flight pursued ; ?Serviceofth F USe>i 8ea,ed
bis Suite
Providence Journal.
them nearly two miles, when he overtook
jMaje- ti • Fre»ch troons other G
them, and calling upon some laborers in a
this mor
Burlington College Burnt.
neighboring field to assist him, secured anT
f “* Wsh
^'«"ta-es purpose
The college building of the Vermont Uni- brought them to town,

groes in
’‘’"»n tletad,. subject c
foment

nnd ingt0îi
it, from a
<1 w-iq ! -'
Mk» cvHirt, in giving judgment, enlarged
‘ uurnt down, ïjhe aggravated nature of the trespass ;
_ J'11’1 ‘„the inters ’importance of protecting the rights of
'at all effortst iJjer3 upon the highway, and of their deihc colley ;iation to lay a heavy hand upon the de0,.tl,e !,1'ilos5|llhS5nts, in order to teach them, and that the
’’^eryed, toge(|let, ^pje
teach others, that travellers
J1"*1 ‘«niiture of fl, the highway are not tube trespassed
lu bc Permed in ( with impunity. They gave judgment
n ot the students a!|1 25 and costs ; at the same time stating
• nnij the duties ofj >ut for the youth of one of the defendnot\vit|18ta,1(|^ (Post) they should have given double
nt*
Boston //¿pount.
------ - 3 'eat credit is due to the gentleman who
I-kxikgtqj, K£j ted the defendants, for his extraordinairociqus murder « ertions in bringing these offenders to
Co. on Saturday these ’ and is hoPed llîat the publication
Mr. James M’Cnriî; a! tMe
have a salutary tendency
’ ' f that county" invent the recurrence of similar cases,
to Shield’s ^¡1*1
Albany Gazette.
lfls^tled busing
----- LUT-JL*!
by ' üavhl
BgîSI«.

"«5 S''
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ic seflm tn,,. i-Waltar papers to the istof May, inclusive, have
fprc ? >
°* fe'ieceived at New-York.

ments
on the roads for the security of the'
i
communications.
If II. C. M. should,
<
previous
to the period mentioned in the
i
first
article, think, that he can dispense
I
with the presence of the French army,
it
shall
be immediately recalled by the French
i
Government
; as on the other hand, the lat
1
ter
1 shall have it in its power to withdraw its
troops previous to the same period, if it
should deem it necessary. And, lastly, the
high contracting Parties reserve to them
selves the right of ascertaining in concert,
whether, at the same period, it will be expe
dient to renew the Convention upon the bas
es.
A’. Fl Mer. Adv.

On Saturday last, at noon, an unfortunate man -

inumai.

of the name of Peter Beck, who had been con
victed upon the clearest evidence, by the Honraable Court of Justice, of having wantonly . shot a
MARRIED—In Lyman, on the 3d inüi. by
Negro Slave belonging to him. in a state of intox- the
t
Rev. Jonathan Calef, Mr. .William Stone to
Keziah Card; Mr. John Emmons to Miss
ication, underwent the dreadful sentence of the Miss
]
law in front of the Court House, in presence of a Susan
I
Hpston ; Mr. William Clarke to Miss Han
large edneourse of spectators.
i nah Patch ; Mr. Jere Roberts to Miss Deborah
Immediately after the above execution a young Davis
,
; Mr. Nehemiah Nason to Miss Olive Da
man, sentenced to receive 500 stripes under the vis
< ; Mr Theodore Emmons to Miss Rebecca
gallows, and to be banished the Colony, for shop Allen ; Mr. John Stone of Kennebunk, to Miss
lifting, and other furitive acts, was fastened to the Betsy Hanson, of the former place.
At Philadelphia; Mr. Stevenson Smith senior
post for punishment. After receiving 120 with
tamarind rods, he was taken down and conveyed Editor of the Philadelphia Gazette, to Miss Mary,
daughter of the late Mr. John C. Eiselen, of Bal
back to jail.
The Petition of the inhabitants upon the pres timore.
ent state of the Church Establishment, and for
A letter from Gibraltar of May 1st, quotes the suspension of the Rev. Mr. Austin, was pre
Flour at 7 to 7 75, dull; Rice, 4 25, nomin sented to His Excellency the Governor on Friday
al ; Hides, saleable, at $22 for B. Ayres ; last, by S.O. Nurse, Esq. and the Hon. Michael
DIED.—On the 27th ult- John A. Wells, of
Short Nankeens, 50 cents, scarce and in de M’Turk.
New-Hartford, aged abo’U 23 years, who had been,
By a Glasgow paper of the 1st, we observe, insane for some time, threw himself into the river
mand ; Pepper, 11 1-4 to 11 1-2 per cwt.
« A sale of Havana Coffee has just been that the Presbytery of Scotland is about to send with a grindstone tied to him and was drowned.
out Missionaries to the West Indies, to instruct Among his papers was the following epitaph, to be
made at $14 per cwt.”
the Negroes according to the forms and usages of inscribed upon his monument, which is much su
its religious establishment.
perior to inscriptions common in our burial
PERU.
grounds.
The revolters at Callao hoisted the Span
The U. S. schr. Grampus, from Africa, ar
CjT9 miles to Hartford.
ish flag on the 9th of Feb. It is said the
Passing stranger, do not stare,
vessels escaped, but this does not agree with ri vp': at S’. Thomas May 19th, and sailed
next
day
for
Mantanzas.
A
letter
from
St.
John
Allen Wells lies buried there.
former accounts. The Royalist were ad van
In Gato, Africa» Mr. G. Beizoiii, the celebra
cing on Lima—the prospect is bad for thei Thomas states that she lost several of her
ted
traveller.
Patriots—the Spaniards receive encourage crew during her cruise.
In Litchfield, Me 21st ult. Mr. John Cotton,
ment for new expeditions to our continent—
The Athol sloop of war, has arrived al aged 108 years, a revolutionary pensioner.—Mr.
and a fierce war may be revived by sea andI
C.
served seven years in the old French war, and
land, from Louisiana to Buenos Ayres aridI Quebec, with about $450.000 specie, and for seven years in the revolutionary war.
Chili—attended with circumstances threaten. thy purpose of conveying the Earl of DaiIn
Boston, Mr. George Martin, of Kennebunk.
housie to England.
ing to our Commerce and Peace.
In London, Richard Payne Knight. Esq. long
distinguished in the literary circles of Europe, and
Bernardo de Silviera is appointed Com
SPANISH CLAIMS.
had the reputation of being one of the most emi
mander in Chief of the expedition fitting at
The term of the Board of Commissioners nent Greek scholars of the age.
Lisbon for the- Brazils—and J. Carlos de for the examination and ajudicatiori of claims
That active patriot of the revolution, General
Saldanha, second in command.
under the Florida Treaty, expired on the 8th Thomas Thomas, of Westchester, is no more !
It is asserted that the King of Portugal inst. by the limitation of the treaty itself. He breathed his last on the 29di ult. at the age of
has declared war against Brazil.
—The National Intelligencer says, the re nearly 80 years. His character is above elogium,
The Brazil Commissioners in England port of the proceedings of the Commissioners as lie performed his duty in the times that tried
have refused the loan offered, on account of will be made, of course. to the Department men’s souls—N. T. Gast.
In Baltimore, Mrs. Anne NileS, wife of Heze
the terms.—The Portuguese Govt, declared of State, and probably^be published. When,
it would never recognize such loan. Who the funds are ready for the payment of the a- kiah Niles, Esq.editor of the Register, aged 44.
In pherry Valley, the widow or the late Col.
expected it to ?
wards under the treaty, we presume due no
Five Millions of Guebhard’s new loan have tice will be given from the Treasury Depart Clyde, aged 86, who, in the year 1778, made a
I
most
miraculous escape, with her children, from
reached Madrid, and been deposited in Bank ment. It is probable that some delay will
—They are to be reserved to defray the ex elapse before the necessary arrangements for the Indians, when that town was destroyed by
. them.

<

ewuara.

s tn. ,lu,nan shapeBourmont, commander of the French
mg him with thirty» in Spain, left Madrid on the 20th of
»as near dead, a|(Jiy
piU.iS.
the bank of a creelt
Gibraltar, April 26.
• you damn’d old ii; Convention relative to the continuance
e’ll fix you then.” i!e French troops in Spain, was signed at
conscious of his sÿrid on the 9th of February last bv the
t was said. After | ,f’tish Minister fur Foreign Affairs and
e out to crawl toaJk^rench Ambassador, and ratified by His
ame deranged urJiliiolic Majesty on the 27th of the same
ring his senses be ltlth. The Convention chiefly stipulates as
agedy. He saii Jh|ws :—
rust and stunned him s Corps (Farmee of 45,000 men shall rethen threw hin w Spain until the 1st of July' 1824—It
ned his eyes and bt^l be under the immediate orders of its
Jr to stop his nies tamdnder in Chief, who will concert matis throat, which n®'with the government of His Catholic Ma
ted the mortal wounjy, establishing his head quarters at Mad
ay night following, or its vicinity. The troops under his
been taken and con^mand shall, unless he choose to make dilin the jail, and bill pit dispositions, garrison Cadiz, the Isle
iresent term ofthéBj^con, and their dependencies, Burgos Arjw in session.
a de Duero, Badajos, Corunna, Santona,
---------------}oa. st. Sebastian, Vitoria, Tolosa, Pam- peaces of the expedition preparing at Cadiz paying the awards of the Commissioners will
BALTiMOBE(aa, S. Ferdando de Figueras, Gerona, for S. America. This expedition is to con be completed.
SHIP MAVS.
FROM MEXICO, alrieh, Barcelona, La Seu de Ürgei and sist of three frigates with 2500 troops.
KENNEBUNK, JUNE 19
fin, of tiieRchr. Tampida ; the military command of these
DISTRESSING ACCIDENT.
LONDON, MAY 6.
morning in 17 daysfens and fortresses shall be vested in French
Yesterday afternoon, the packet sloop Vo
CLEARED.
DEFEAT IN AFRICA.
, that the British ihyrers, who shall have all the power of Span
June 12.—Sloop Betsey, Wells, Nevis.
Wetrust when .Iff ial accounts are receiv lant, Capt. Burrill, from Weymouth for Bos
hod there and saiWuMiiitary Governors with regard to the
16— Brig Byron, Gould, Jacquemel.
ton,
was
up&et
in
a
squall
off
Spectacle
Inland,
on board Don Mditfeitary police; and the ordinance stores ed they will relieve this transaction from
ENTERED.
a d Mrs. Nancy, wife of Mr. John Cushing,
vernment of MewM parks of artillery in the same shall b un- one circumstance which now appears to be of Weymouth ; Mary-Ann, daughter of Mr.
14—Brigs Volant, Fairfield, Boston.—Favor
tain. Gen. Braw their direction, for the purpose of putting generally credited, viz. the sordid and uu- Thomas Allen, of Boston, aged about 11 ; and ite, Lord do.—Belisarius, Merrill, do.
Mexico. Campeaclijb»! in a state of defence, &c. When cif- princled intrigues of the Du ch Authorities in
Sloop Packet, Walker, do.
a child of Mr. Isaac P. Sampson, of Wey
the Federal Consfittt^ta>nces shall require the establishment of that quarter. Should it turn out that they
17— Brig Brutus, Emery, New-York.
----uds of Health in the said towns and fbr- either instigated the hostility of the Ashan- mouth, aged about 7 ; were drowned. The
MEMORANDA.
body
of
the
latter
was
taken
out
of
the
cabin,
the FiTiieh Commandant shall act as lees or, as is more than suspected, treacher
Cleared, at Portland, Orlando, Burnham, Suri
ROBBERY
sidentwben there is no Captain General, ously advised them of the posi’inn of our for- 'fhe packet had <m board 10 or 12 passengers, nam ;
we mentioned, tliaillii as Vice President when there is. I he■ ces, which led to the unexpected attack of and they were all (with the exception of the
Arrived at New-York, schrs. Syren, Emery,
J. B. Ball had ben #nch Gendarmes being authorized to ex- Sir Charles Macarthy’s division, we above) with the capt. and crew, saved, by ves Saco: Moses, Woodson, do; Sarah, Crowell»
sels which were near at the time. Mrs.
that a person »themselves for the maintenance of order,i need not say that Mr. Canning is not the
Machias.
Deborah Bates and her child, were taken
Cleared, at New-York, Floyd, Perkins, Nor
he robbery, had tas ««Lv in the said towns and fortresses, butt Minister who would feel at all embarrassed out of the cabin alive, through a passage
folk ;
emitted to prisoitlM» the adjacent districts and along the■ about the course to be pursued.
which was cut for that purpose. Those lost
Ar at Newburyport, June 11, sloop Commerce,
1 a nneket hook
ü»cs communication, the Spanish
were all below.—Boston Palladium.
Jacobs, Wells, lumber. &c.
FROM THE BRilZILS.
papers, a two ^thoritics are bound to assist them in case
Sch. Fox, Littlefield, York, lumber, &c.
«1- bills cot.nterfc!tr.™<<'«-i’y ; but if the Gendarmes take up
Pernambuco and the ports N and S. to a
Mr: BOOTH AND Mr WALLACK.
Sch. Leo, Berry, Thomastown, lime.
the ronfeclioMH ^’Huals not amenable before the French certain extent, continued under blockade April
Sch. Sally, Stewart, Wells, wood &c.
Two
distingu
shed
play
actors,
have
recently
21,
by
a
Brazilian
Squadron
—
.to
compel
the
Peo

In ^findav nidif an3i'bunals> thcy miist dei,vcr them up to the
Sch. Industry, Staples, York, do.
ak in ny^eS t
Authorities. 'The Spanish Govern- ple to give up the point of choosing their own been performing in New-York. It seems that
Sch. Cicero, Driscoll, York, do.
Mr.
Booth
a
few
days
since
was
affected
with
in

Governor.—They are willing to acknowledge the
.1 Whiddeu-Yerf-'
ra".90 S>wiaI
Sch. Lark, Talpy, Wells, do. wood.
Emperor, but not to have him choose their imme sanity, and the players in consequence came very
uns «b.,----------------------------------------- iÎ
Sch. Almira, Matthews do. do.
diate R,uler. Com. Taylor had been friendly to near performing a Tragedy indeed.
Left, at Havana, May 30, Liberty, Emery,
The affair is thus related in the New-York
mesOwen, s‘ra J Aan^rhig the security of the communica- the neutral vessels which were in port, and has
Kennebunk. 8 or 10.
ended. On seaJL
ti)ey shall be prosecuted as bail permitted them to depart, but had ordered away Spectator.
Left,
at St. Lucie, May 20, America, Lind
Mr,
Booth.
—
We
regret
to
learn
that
this
dis

ed they were
w charged with having attacked several vessels which had arrived on the coast
!S. Fun coimterfr enchmen be|nng.îng to the army; and, The Emperor has threatened to send troops a- tinguished actor, was seized with a violent fit of sey, for Wells. unc.
Ar.
at
Providence, 12th, Hope & Phebe, Sa
insanity
Saturday.
On Friday
-------} on -------,
. night
„ , he .play.
hem. Ihese bills®,
g}jal| farry prohibited arms gainst Pernambuco.
A letter from Bahia, April 20 states that the<ed Oihello, and in some passages is said to have co.
ipicd to pass. iht“t|îe districts where French troops shall be stand
SUNDAY. JUNE II.
made at P. had spread its influence there, 1been
---- ;inimitably fine,
fin. »while
a,!. ,n
in <->th<»ra
others it w«»
was thn
tho’rt
(1 committed to P1MLfW)ned> |n case Frenchmen and SpanArr. at Marblehead, sch. President, Graves,
by some he was turning the character of the Moor
d attempting to pass^w.ge(j wjth conspiring together a- and although the public mind seemed tranquil, yet I into burlesque In the dying scene we are in- from Bilboa. The country appeared to be in a
a change was looked for, in consequence of which j
inst the public ft-anquility, all the accused no business transactions had taken place for eight! formed he even excelled himself. But before the Very distressed condition, and in Bilboa it was dan
---- .all be delivered up to the French Authori- days.
! drop of the curtain, h; returned over facing the gerous for any one to walk the streets after dark
V INTELLlGENUg ^ prepare matters for their trial after
The French appeared quite active about the : audience raised his head upon his hand, and said, Murders were frequent, and the inhabitants
s/i Fs.-------------------- they shall be tried by their respective Brazils, They have eleven sailed men of war at‘1 __ v There tvhat do you think of that P* These cir anxious to rid themselves of their new m
Post.
bunals. Deserters from the troops of both Rio Janeiro, and arrived almost daily. The citi- ‘’ cumstances were looked upon as very strange at The Constitution was still popular.
m action <>f trespassi%,ns are to be reciprocally surrendered. zens were much alarmed, but the Frenchmen said i, the moment ; but no further notice was taken of
|y, and willfully <W M. C. M. taking into consideration the they were bound round Cape,Horn. They Peo- i> it at the time About 11 o’clock on Saturday
tire plaintiff ^c. Rses sustained by Spain, undertakes to pie fear the Emperor may intend to restore the!' he was in the entrance of the theatre, conversing
with Mr. Woodhull, when suddenly, but with an
Just rer
ce’s Court.
iintain his troops at his own expense, the country to Portugal.
There is some disturbances of Maranham— air of calmness, he said to W.—“ I must cut some
d on the trial, tlialDanish Government merely paying the dif(who wassii'k) anilÇnce-between tire peace and the war estab- something similar it is supposed to the affair at body’s throat to-day, and whom shall I take ? Sb
it be Wallack, or yourself, or who ?”—Woo
iV to town in aliments w hich has been calculated to an- Pernambuco.
There were three English frigates near Pernam asked what he meant. “ Why, I mean ’’
ir^the city, were Aunt, for (he whole of the troops left in
lumber wagon ; l^iain, to two millions of francs per month, buco, and it was frequently asked why the Amer say,” replied Booth. Woodbull then ol
u r nose of passing!^ be allowed from the 1st of December, icans had not a naval force at the Brazils, where that he was grasping a dagger under h’
it to the right, anJi23.—H. C. M. shall provide the French they had so much trade, and the limes weie so and at the very .moment Wallack passe
Booth made a pass at him, but as Woodtu
?
lie ditch giving tliAops with barracks store houses, &c. All precarious
The Biazilians were much pleased with the him at the same instant, by turning rc
lefendants ; thatclothing, provisions, and other articles
President’s Speech, and all the Republicans look blow missed its object. W^allack then n
tbp situation ofthe^quired for the consumption or use of the to the United States for assistance, should it be to the street, and Booth after him ; and Vv
a brisk trot ranag^ench army, are to be admitted and circula- necessary.
after him. Booth gained upon Wallack, and
hiqaxletree;thai^through Spain, duty free; but in order
[ L’he above information was transmitted by just as he was making a plunge at his back, Wal
r‘ u-io-on seize^tk^prevent the abuses which might arise from Capt. Hall, of the brig Peruvian, arrived at the lack providentially stumbled and fell, and Booth Cassia.
118 "t The same
violation ot the Custom House regula- Havana from Pernambuco.J
passed over him. He was then seized, disarmed Parasols,
Just recc
Ser h defendants 'ns, these articles Shall not be introduced
and secured. In the evening he was taken to the
'V
Jirrcted P^'Uiout authentic certificates of origin & deshouse of a friend, [not to the Asylum, as mention
FROM DEMARARA.
•raway
e sameti»sation. &c. The individuals of the French
ed In a Morning paper J where he is treated with Denn
Georgetown, (Demarara) may 10.
‘lve|0^,
. that fey shall have no duty to pay, when coming
Mot
His Excellency the Governor, accompanied by every kindness and attention. He has become
rc . ,
j.:« an^or going out of the kingdom, on the arti- his Suite, and a numerous retinue of Officers, and tranquil, and it is hoped that he will soon recover
with ins ' t|emaiifiiig required for their personal use ; sealed other Gentlemen, proceeded up the East Coast, from this painful indisposition. [Miss Johnson,
eei i
l fendants,’’reels for the service of the French troops this morning at 8 o’clock, for the very laudable in Desdemonia, certainly ran a risk of being mur Satinetts, 1 u
iet the
^(al,
p0Stage . their couriers, con- purpose of communicating in person with the Ne dered by the jealous Moor in good earnest, and Sewing Cotton.
cause or
.
shall enjoy the same advantages groes in the lately distutbed district, upon the may felicitate herself upon her escape. Mr. B. The above will
two miles,
those
the Spanish army ; and the subject of the true intentions of his Majesty’s Gov has recovered, and took a benefit on Wednesday least favor gratefully ...
Evening last.J
; ; Kennibunk-Port, June
Hing upon so
Spanish Government shall station detach- ernment towards them,
ield to assist in«1)
to town.
.
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LOST,
NOTE of hand for twenty one dollars and

[ &3*Please take Notice.^

One Dollar Reward.

thirty cents payable in two years from date,
O AN away from the subscriber on the I3t ‘
dated at S. Berwick Sept. 20, 1822. and signed
Beneath the leafless oak I stood,
NA B? A W ,ed appre"'ice b/ ,he nam' of At
And listened to the moaning blast ;
by Caleb Nayson payable to Simon Nayson of
The roaring of the distant flood,
NA BLAIR, sixteen years of age—had on
Shapleigh.
Told of the storm that now was past.
I hereby certify that I have received of Caleb fJpHE Subscriber respectfully informs the In he. went away, satifiett jacket and trowsers
ever will return said boy to the subscriber’ 8i
habitants
of
Kennebunk
and
its
vicinity
Nayson
the
full
amount
of
said
Note.
If
any
per

When from the south advancing slow,
receive one dollar reward and no charges ¿id
son has found said note and will return said note that he continues to carry on the
A form of beauty caught my eye ;
I saw her tears in torrents flow,
to me I will reward them for the same.
Cardings Clothing' and Cloth Manu All persons are forbid harbouring or trusting1«'
boy on my account, or giving him employ in d
And from her lips burst many a sigh.
O7 ,.
SIMON NAYSON.
facturing'
manner whatever—and all masters of yeSseis
Shapleigh, June 11, 1824.
’Tw'as Spring—she viewed with shrinking fear,
at his Factory near the bridge, where he will ex ship owners are cautioned against employ^J
The frozen stream, the barren plain,
ecute every branch of his business with fidelity on board their „„el. as they would avoid
The joyless vaie, and forest drear,
and despatch.
penalty of the law.
Still prbss’d beneath the tyrant’s reign.
’ 'HtfigYl’s—-----His Cards are now placed in the best order,
„
ELISHA LITTLEFIELD.
And oft she stop’d and look’d behind,
HE Subscriber respectfully informs his friends and he flatters himself that by his long experience
Kennebunk, June 4, 1824.
^tÌ1ÉÌÌbLE
■
With wishful eye to southern fields,
and customers, that he has put his Carding he shall be able to give satisfaction to all who fa
■
.
remarkable Tale.
Where vines are round the green oak twin’d,
Machines in the best order for carding common vour him with their custom. The Subscriber will ^HEREAS several evil reports have been cir. ‘
L
iuelf
occurred
in
And every grove its music yields.
T
and merino wool. Also, that he has purchased card Wool for four cents cash, or in other words,
/ culated concerning me, derogatory to mi
!
But fate’s commands must all obey7,
the Fulling Milland Shop that was occupied by he will work as cheap as any person in this vicini- character
by the persons, whose recantations J ? ^“""i’agenllenianofresprcta- and
And still advanc’d the weeping fair,
Benjamin Mayo last year, and has moved the Shop
—Those who wish to leave their cloth with the low—and as they have thought proper to J ipJc-ctrf-tHl.esoc.e- insti
While every sigh that forc’d its way,
down near said Mill, with its apparatus, which is subscriber for dressing, will please call on him at me
' the following acknowledgments, I now L
arcai
Pour’d heavenly fragrance on the air.
now in readiness for dressing Cloth. All persons his Factory, and they may depend upon having it hsh them that their contradiction may spread d
terna
who please to favor him with their custom, may
r
iinisned’>i a workmanlike manner. All orders widely as their evil reports relative to me haw ' i..r, was introduced in the
And soon she notic’d with surprise,
happ
i’”
ttoat lbw '«''ks
be assured of having their work done in ths best stnctIy attended to and favors gratefully acknowl- done.
JONATHAN NORTON.
That wheresoe’er her tear drops felt,
Ihe eldest
' Straightway the sweetest flowers would rise,
manner, with all possible, despatch ; those who edged,
'E bSandtheyonnSere- i ng i
And bloom as though by magic spell.
wish, can have their wrool oiled at his Card room.
„
,
PAUL H. HUSSEY.
To all persons whom it may Concern. |
struc
The Subscriber will card Wool for four cents
Kennebunk, June H. 1824.
rJpHIS may certify, that Dr. Jonathan Nortorf
Pleas’d with the sight, she rais’d her eyes,
her fi
cash or in other words, he will work as cheap as
N. B He would observe fo those who have
That long were . x’d upon the ground,
has boarded at our house about twdrl
ardui
No‘tempest foul deform’d the skies.
any person in this vicinity.—He requests all dis- V\ ool to card that Sperm Oil is much preferable months, and he behaved himself well and civil irf
that
i
But peace and beauty smil’d around 1
posed to favor him with their custom to forward to any other Oil. Those who cannot obtain this all respeets, as becomes a married man, and we
inccn
n to his Card room, or to Mr. Chase Taylor’s kind may have their Wool oiled at his Factory in
The frozen stream, the barren plain,
never saw any unbecoming conduct in him tQi
the best manner.
sio!J‘
J G. MAYO.
The joyless, vale, the forest drear,
wards any woman or girl whatever.
Kennebunkport, June 11, 1824.
lectio
Had lost the gloom of winter’s reign,
In witness whereof we do here set our hands »o
And felt the renovated year.
acknowledge.
fi-ni that but a fw weeks soil.
BETSEY CLARK,
LJttoP»»t little wanderees
With soft delight the change she view’d,
HPHE Farm that A «a Dorrell now lives on, on
And heard sweet warblers sing th%ir loves ;
ADAM CLARK,
^THEREAS some ill disposed and envious
Luti fluir pare»»« m London.
the road from Dorrells’ bridge leading to
Tripping the dew hej- course pursu’d,
valgili
her
persons have endeavored to injure me in Ssco road, in Kennebunk Port about sixty acres.
Lfevtrlioweverjnoneday, carnAnd bounded right through vales and groves.
JUDETH + CLARK, :
Ilhi
my profession by reporting that I had done no Purchasers may have the whele, or as much as may
Lfatlierand mother, leaving them
Nor knew herself to be the power,
cujes since I had been in the place I have taken suit their good chance for payment, a comfortable
early
tiia A world without a home and
BETSEY & ADAM CLARK.
That; clothed with joy each hill and dale,
pSns to collect a few certificates and could have
an Ar
Signed in presence of us,
Ort! Immediately after the last
Gave health and sweetness to the hour,
collected a large number more by taking pains and I two roomed house and barn on the premises, well
—sho
watered, it might be made in a few years to cut MOSES CLARK,
And all its fragrance to the gale.
i||iribule bad been paid to their paas one envious person has made bold to say that 1 fifteen tons of hay with little expence. If not sold
cessi
v
LUCAS AMADEO.
b»rv,liavingan uncle in Liverpool,
have forged them, I here publish them in print that
that b
or let by the 10th September it will be sold at
Wells, May 24, 1824.
From the Providence Gazette.
the people may Judge for themselves, and I here
Boddestituteas they were, they resolvPublic Auction. For particulars application may
the m
by caution all my adversaries in future to spread
r^HlS may certify, thlTl Solomon Clark, goJ jo unirai themselves upon his probe made to
ABRAHAM HILL.
munii
RECIPE FOR MAKING LOVE.
no more evil reports against me than they can
* Trttafort, and faint, they ar
Kennebunk-Port, June 8, 1824.
to
Adam
Clark,
slept
with
Dr.
Jonathan
Bt “ recipe for making Love,” I mean
msnif
prove, as I shall in futurt^go to the points of the
pista m their way. Two bunNorton a good part of the time while he boarded at
In pharmacopoeial form of preparation :
lows—
law with ail such persons.
our house, and never saw any unbecoming conduct ' oBtained their little all. In tho young- —and
Take a few ogles, neither sweet nor keen,
JONATHAN NORTON.
ifiws found neatly covered, andcarem
him
towards
any
woman
whatever,
he
always
i
Indifferent ogles, six by computation,
Wells, June 7, 1824.
for tht
jfart, a Bible. The keeper of
behaved himself civil and respectable in all reDissolve them, in as many sighs, and then
deligh
spects.
(iging house, addressing the little boy,
Add slow and carefully to the solution
fo 'whom it may Concern.
Of soft and tender glances twice as much,
‘jm have neither money nor meat, tilitl ♦ <
77/ 77
SOLOMON CLARK.
have for sale,
^J^HIS is to certify that some time about the.
could
Wells, May 24, 1824.
And let it stand one minute by the watcji.
w rime this bible I 1 will give you
1000 Bushels yellow Corn,
first of August last.past, my son Simon was
would
hillings for it.’ 1 No !’ exclaimed he,
30
Barrels
first
quality
Gennesee
Flour.
Add fifty smiles, as many bows, and then t’ her
taken with a pain in his knee, so severe'that he was
Kennebunk, June 11, 1824.
tars rolling down Iris youthful checks.) a rebu
Some gentle squeezes of the hand, to be
heard to cry a quarter of a mile, and so continued
own at
^JOS. G. MOODY, contemplating an altera 1 larve first.’ He then said, ‘ there are
Ruled by the judgment of the experimenter ;
for about five months, at whfch time Dr. Jonathan
haps n
Next let it stand five minutes-quietly ;
Norton came to my house, being directed by Mrs
tion in business, requests all persons indebt- | of books to be bought beside this ;
Its colour first, is red, it waxes fainter
btandly, and I certify, that by a plaster applied
ed to him to make immediate payment. All notes I ijou love this bible so much?’ He re- liberty
rinity
7 o a pure white, and changes thus alternately ; by him, to his knee the pain entirely left his knee,
and accounts without discrimination, which are : ’Mbook has stood my friend so much
L so it changes—’tis conclusive sign
P?ld by the first of September, will positively
Bible.’ « Why, what has your bible full of
at which time the cramp seized him in the hip, by
That this your article is genuine.
applying another plaster in less than one hour the MAS just received a new and large supply of the be left with Edward E. Bourne, Esq. for collec
for you ?’ said be. He answered— the on
cramp was gone, and has not yet returned. Also, f 1 following Goods, which he will sell cheap for tion without further notice.
11 was a little boy about ‘seven vears aailors
Avo-d the article in common use,
Kennebunk, June 4, 1824.
||l became a Sunday Scholar, in’Lon1 was very sick had a very bad Cough he relieved Cash, Lumber, or good credit.
11 i* vvvaiiw cumiaj ncuoiar, in LOII- ous BU
Tis base and ineffectual, sometimes poisonous, me m 4 hours, and in^4 was entirely well as to Ditto Cassimeres, Steam Loom Cambrick Prints, Am
•* ipwAtóeiiwí/tfítoWfjn of my mas- roti udì
Cahc es, Fancy do.
For in preparing it there’s much abuse,
my Cough, also my wife had a pain in her side to
m bmed w mi
When coxcomb druggist’s undertake the busi t e greatest extreme, in 20 minutes said she was Black, blue and Oxford grey Broadcloths.
Ditto, Plate ditto, coloured and white Cambricks.
Ras I was, showed me that 1 was were tl
ness ;
ON
relieved.
British Shirtings, English Ginghams.
Mad a great one too; italsopoint- —and
Therefore be careful bow you pick and choose,
Marseilles, Valentia and Silk Vestings.
JOHN THOMPSON.
hSaviour; and I thank God that I
And last, be careful to preserve it, a?
Black Choppas and fancy silk Hdkf’s. Zelias.
Hiram, March 8, 1823.
andmercyat the hands of Christ, and
BY
Tis very volatile, and apt to take flight,
Silk and figured Crape Mantles,
In small glass-stoppered bottles air-tight.
CHARLES M., 1XGERS0LLF
hasbaroed to confess him before the and oti
Canton and Nankin figured Crape dresses, Cravats
MOSES FURBISH, of Wells, do herebv Linen and Cotton Tapes, Figured Muslin Robes.
FOR SALE BY
Attr
certify that my daughter Jane, has been cur White and coloured Fiench Crapes, Garnitures.
WWte mTicTs:
fl«>«llfartber,siisliillinBswas otic ar
T
,
O. BURNHAM.
ed of a Cancer.by the assistance of Dr. Jonathan Ribbons, Gentlemen and Ladies assorted Beaver", Kid
tatafoWsBiWe.
<N»,>
9
,id|„
June
4<.
and Silk Gloves.
Worton. That it was unquestionably a Cancer
talized
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, within and was acknowledged by Dr, Fisher and others, and Ladies Leghorn Flats, do. Straw Bonnets very cheap
» «»Isupportali the
you wi
for the county of Fork, on the eighth day of June, now according to appearances is perfectly cured. Dernes for childrens wear. Millinett, Velvets,
wy.rten h.re I fence—
in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
Shoe binding, Ladies and Gent. Hose, half do.
Witness
my
hand
MOSES
FURBISH.
Jibe
way
side
to
read
mv
bihh
that th
twenty-four.
White and coloured Silk Chords and Braids.
GRfrind ÜLh1 returns his sincere thanks, to his.
October 20, 1823.
"'•“Ottataentfromh.’' Tirai
Box Thread, Feather Fans.
^^.EORGE NICHOLS, named Executor in
which
¿L.r’e"ds.and.customers} for the liberal encourBlack Synchaws and Sarsnetts,
u E anH Î h,?!’ Sln?e his commencement in
and in
a certain instrument purporting to be the
Striped
and
Plain
Sarsnetts.
German
Hdkf
’
s.
ÌÌir''
q
’
llhc
“
ki
'^
»f
To
"whom
it
may
Concern.
business,
and
hopes
by
strict
attention
to
business,
last will and testament of Mary Nichols, late of
liberty
nlhr f a sharke of
pub!lc Patronage, and respectDO hereby certify that I have had a Cancer Gymph and Tape, trimmings, Imitation Cambrick.
Lebanon, in said county single woman, deceased,
Muslins, Linen Cambrick and Pocket Hdkf’s.
siSrn,rhe P?b ilc’that he has received the latest
>n my back, about seven years, and I applied Worked Silk Buttons, Parasols and Umbrellas.
fiavrng presented the same for probate ;
rFaSJnnS ir^m ^ew York and Boston, for
4. ’J^^^RED, That the said George give no to Ur. Jonathan Norton, and he drawed it' out
^¿T’FrOCk-C°rtS’Pantaloons’ a«d Vests. And in
Tht
tice tj) all persons interested, by causing a copy of and cured it in a short time.
'^t Cenv’« S former rules of cutting, he has latelv
Silver plated table and Tea spoons,*Iron ditto.
this order to be published'three weeks successive
lent,
hii S y
ew London system, which enables
77/7/ r. r
MARY DAY.
Brass
and
Iron
Candlesticks,
Bonnet
Paper»
Wells,
October
24,
1823.
oêrio?sX?Îrinent°f-iess cJoth»acdin a su<
ly in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kenne
«nd 01
Teeth Brushes, Razors, Knives and Forks, Periknifes UmSte tapshetheCff
bunk, in said County that they may appear at a
anti ta
Jack ditto, Small and large Commode Knobs,
’
robate Court to be held at Alfred, in said counTo 'whom it may Concern.
Small and Large Buttons, Block tin Tea pots.
dresse
^perior s7y!èbe eXeCUted Whh prW^> and a
'Hi the first Monday of September next at ten
Butt
Hinges
fnom
1
to
2<
inch.
Grace
may certif7‘ that my wife has been afclock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if ainch, Codlines, Horse rasps,
Kennebunk, May 28, 18^4.
fiicted with a Cancer in her breast about Screws from f to
epìfite
' have, why the said instrument should not three years, and has been to four different Doc hoes, double and single Plane Irons, from 1 to 2A10.
honou
. approved, and allowed as the last will tors and got no help, till we apphed to Dr. Jona Hand, Floor and Hear th Brushes, Paint Brushes.
Nails, Ornaments, Handsaws.
nt of said deceased.
!’Wff.. l "
L from tira
than Norton, and he has drawn it out and made a
distil
'’LARK, Judge.
final cure, against the expectations of almost every
) »«ie nsible in all tlleir titles i
Warp Yarn, from No. 7 to 15, Knitting Cotton 18
Reg'r. j one of her acquaintance.
and 2o.
munit
n Y^f-IAM LITTLEFIELD.
Bleached and unbleached Shirtings and Sheetin os unOù k
Wells, October 27, 1823.
usually low.
s
As
Kennebunk, May 28, 1824.
> a 0Ul.bPd‘“mmi'Sattinetts and. Cassimeres, Bedticks, Cotton.
it app
do hereby certify, that our daughter 4’‘"•Wrs .
r l,ca’en|y
ter
lu
•nath Robinson, was taken with a bad
$'iaTteliWe’*M!'raC
Holland
saith
ler face and head, abovt 4 years ago Jamaica,
HE subscriber having contracted to support AbiSt. Croix,
£ RUM.
and
f
GIN.
nto her eyes, so. that she was entirely W. I.&N. E.J
out hi
Paunerf a* n
and Reubsn ^oneh town,
American J
? eye and almost so in the other and Cognac
laupers, of Berwick, hereby forbids all person« harfas l> io
Souchong, T
&r,,r”S,it’8'rh'™1 ash"ha11 P’y no debts of
aloyed five different Doctors to no
and
£ BRANDY. Y. Hyson &.C TEAS.
tie
hi
'^Mtrer, ap orn,nl»i these re.
their contracting after this date.
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